PANEL TO PLUG SOLUTIONS
FOR ENTERTAINMENT APPLICATIONS
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Power Control Solutions

PowerGATE™
Switches & Panels

PowerFLEX™
Cable Assemblies

PowerPLUS™
Installed Distribution Boxes

PowerHOUSE™
Portable Distribution Boxes

PowerRAMP®
Cable Protectors

PowerRACK™
Rolling Distribution Racks
Lex Products has you covered from “Panel to Plug” with over 25 years of innovation in the entertainment market developing technologies used by studios, theatres, concerts, film sets and more.

Our portable power distribution boxes, company switches, cable assemblies, connectors, cable ramp protectors and other various products deliver the power to a wide variety of entertainment devices and fixtures.

See our Entertainment Catalog for a complete list of part numbers and details on all our products.
1. **Power Control Solutions PCS TRIO™**
   The keystone component to Lex Products offering of “Panel-to-Plug” power distribution and control solutions.

2. **PowerGATE™ Emergency Lighting Transfer Switch**
   A UL 1008 compliant device that safely provides switching between normal and emergency power of house light circuits.

3. **PowerGATE™ Company Switch**
   A line of patented power switches that provide a space-saving, safe and convenient means of supplying temporary power access.

4. **PowerPLUS™ Connector Strip, Outlet Boxes and Floor Pocket**
   A complete line of permanently installed devices that allow power and data access above, in and around performance spaces.

5. **PowerFLEX™ Cable Assemblies**
   Featuring the world’s finest connectors, including our EverGrip® overmold technology, attached to highly durable and flexible cables using the highest expertise and quality.
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS FOR ENTERTAINMENT USE:

**PowerRAMP™**
Cable Protectors

**PowerRACK™**
Rolling Distribution Racks

Custom Engineered Solutions
The CES team at Lex adheres to requirements of the National Electric Code, UL standards, and other regulatory agencies to provide a compliant non-standard design for unique applications. Contact us to learn more.